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Participants in a
yoga festival in
Timna Valley, in
the southern
Arava region of
Israel. Yoga is
predicted to
remain a popular
exercise next
year. PHOTO:
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Top 10 fitness
trends in 2019
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These will be the top fitness
trends next year, according to an
annual American College of
Sports Medicine (ACSM) survey
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WEARABLE TECHNOLOGY

HIGH-INTENSITY INTERVAL
TRAINING (HIIT)

EMPLOYING CERTIFIED FITNESS
PROFESSIONALS

FUNCTIONAL FITNESS TRAINING

This involves short bursts of highintensity exercise, followed by a
short period of rest. The survey said
that despite warnings of
potentially increased injury rates
using HIIT, this form of exercise
has been popular in gyms globally.

This has become more important in
recent years, as more fitness
professionals aim to get certified.

Using smart watches, fitness
trackers and other wearable
devices to keep track of fitness is
the “in” thing around the world.
This was also the top trend in 2016
and last year in the ACSM survey
and No. 3 in the survey for this year.
These items give you instant
updates on the distance you have
run, the calories you have burnt and
the progress you have made in your
fitness journey.
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GROUP TRAINING

These are sessions for people with
different fitness levels, with
instructors using leadership
techniques to help individuals in
their class achieve fitness goals.
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FITNESS PROGRAMMES FOR
OLDER ADULTS

These cater to the fitness needs of
the baby boom generation and are
becoming more relevant as people
live, work and remain healthy and
active much longer.
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BODYWEIGHT TRAINING

7
YOGA

This exercise, which has taken on a
variety of forms such as power yoga,
yogilates and hot yoga, remains
popular.
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PERSONAL TRAINING

This includes fitness testing and
goal setting with the trainer
working one-on-one with a client
to prescribe workouts specific to
his individual needs and goals.

Such training – including but not
limited to push-ups, pull-ups, or
squats – usually requires minimal
equipment, which makes it an
inexpensive way to exercise.

Such training helps make it easier
for you to perform everyday
activities, such as climbing the
stairs, carrying the groceries or
vacuuming the flat.
For instance, a multi-directional
lunge trains the muscles used when
you vacuum the various corners of
your flat while a squat trains the
muscles used when you rise up
from a chair or sit down.
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EXERCISE IS MEDICINE

This is a global initiative that aims to
make physical activity and exercise a
standard part of preventing and
treating diseases. It also recognises
fitness professionals as part of the
healthcare team in their local
communities.
Joyce Teo

Athletic apparel
on display at a
Lululemon
Athletica store
in Hong Kong.
Yoga pants are
taking the
fashion world by
storm. PHOTO:
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When should I start going
for health screening?
Q

At what age should one go
for health screening? What
should we be screened for and
how often should it be done?

Yoga pants are booming business

A

Health screening is recommended for people aged
18 and above. Here are the
suggested screening tests by age:

18 and above

■ Everyone: Get your body

mass index (BMI) and waist
circumference
measurement
done. These are simple screening tools for problems associated with being overweight or
obese — such as type 2 diabetes, hypertension (high blood
pressure), hyperlipidemia (high
cholesterol) and heart disease.
Blood pressure measurements should also be taken
to screen for hypertension,
which can be diagnosed if your
blood pressure readings exceed
140/90 mmHg on more than
three separate occasions.
The above measurements
should be done at least once
every two years.

25 and above

■ Women who have had sexual

intercourse: Go for a Pap smear,
a screening test for cervical
cancer. It should be done once
every three years if the previous
result was normal.

30 and above

■ Women: Perform breast self-

examinations at least once a
month to screen for breast cancer. Consult a doctor if you notice any changes in your breasts.

40 and above

■ Everyone: I would recom-

• Yoga pants are now reporting for duty in offices in America – in yet another sign of how
users are further stretching value
from the garment.
But back in 1998, the first pairs of
yoga pants Lululemon sold were a
simple item for women to wear at
the studio.
They were a mix of nylon and
Lycra-synthetic elastic fibres that
provided the stretch and softness
to manage all those sweat-inducing
contortions on the mat.
Yoga, first as an exercise and later
as a cultural phenomenon, had yet
to take hold.
At the turn of the century, the
pants filled a niche for enthusiasts
looking for a higher-end alternative
to plain cotton leggings.
Two decades later, they have conquered the closet, even for people
who never visit a yoga studio.
In 2014, teenagers began to prefer leggings over jeans. Then people
started wearing athletic clothing
(or athleisure, but it is mostly just
yoga pants) to run errands.
Now, yoga pants are in the office.
The popularity has led to a flood
of competitors, from Old Navy’s
US$20 (S$27.50) pants to Lucas
Hugh’s US$230 versions.
Lululemon Athletica, largely credited with bringing stretchy pants to
the masses, has poured money into
developing new fabrics to fend off
rivals that now include the world’s
biggest athletics companies.
Many of its newer fabrics are
branded and geared towards specific uses.
NEW YORK

Blood pressure measurements are vital in diagnosing hypertension.
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mend blood tests — such as fasting blood glucose and fasting
cholesterol levels — to be done
at least once every three years.
■ Women: Those who wish to
begin screening for breast cancer can get a mammogram performed annually.

50 and above

■ Everyone: Screen for colon

cancer by doing a faecal immunochemical test annually to
detect blood in the stools. Alternatively, a colonoscopy can
be done once every 10 years.
■ Men: Screen for prostate
cancer by measuring the level of
prostate specific antigen (PSA)
in the blood as well as performing a digital rectal examination.
■ Women: A mammogram
should be performed every two
years to screen for breast can-

cer. I would also recommend
a bone mineral density scan
(BMD) to assess bone health.

Frequency of screening

The frequency of subsequent
health screenings really depends on the individual, such
as one’s past medical history
and familial risk factors, as well
as test results.
Please consult your doctor
or make an appointment at a
health-screening centre for a personalised medical consultation.

Dr Charis Kum Jia Hui
Resident physician,
Health Screening Centre,
Mount Alvernia Hospital
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Luxtreme is a moisture-wicking,
four-way stretch fabric that is
meant to fit like a second skin. Silverescent is sold as “stink-conquering technology”.
Leggings from competitors use a
similar strategy, promoting the versatile pants through branded fabric
combinations.
For Adidas, pants boast fabrics
like its sweat-wicking Climalite material or the thermal-regulating Climacool and Climawarm to accommodate training conditions.
Likewise, Nike’s Dri-Fit material
keeps sweat at bay and trainers dry.
What was once a simple stretchy
legging, it seems, has become an engineering marvel.
Not too surprising, though, when
you realise that about US$48 billion
is being spent on activewear in the
United States every year.
Now that it has a spectrum of products, Lululemon has opened two
stores for those customers interested in still-experimental items.
One, in downtown Manhattan
(the other is in Vancouver), looks
more like a fashion boutique than a
place to buy gear for the gym or
yoga studio.
The biggest businesses now in
the athletic wear space have invested heavily in growing their
womenswear lines, especially in developing new fabrics and features
for the once-simple yoga pant.
In 2014, Nike began working towards a US$7-billion sales target for
its women’s business, reporting almost US$5 billion in revenue.
A year later, it reported that the

global growth for women’s business was outpacing that of men.
That same year, Adidas began directing its youth brand, Neo, towards younger women.
The German sports giant even
brought on Lululemon’s former
chief executive Christine Day as a
strategic adviser.
Adidas quickly became a formidable threat to Lululemon’s dominance.
Early steps turned into exclusive
designs for women through the
PureBoost X line, leading to an even
larger emphasis on active tops and
bottoms, using technology called
Climachill and Techfit, both focused on women’s training.
Last year, women’s sales for Adidas grew by 28 per cent, making it
one of the company’s strongest segments.
Active bottoms and leggings are
now a US$1-billion industry, according to NPD Group analyst Marshal
Cohen.
These days, there are more than
11,000 kinds of yoga-specific pants
available at retailers worldwide, according to data from retail research
firm Edited, across both men’s and
women’s apparel.
“Now that this easy-to-fit, easyto-find, easy-to-wear, easy-tocare-for product has emerged as a
fashionable product at the same
time, you’ve got the perfect storm,”
Mr Cohen said.
“You have to be doing something
pretty wrong to not have success in
this type of product.”
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